1. **Primary location**: Health System  
   **Supervisor(s)**: Trisha Lipscomb (primary) / Susan Humphreys (secondary)  
   **Title**  
   **Description**: The site is half RN staff and half clerical support. They see patients who are referred for transplant, and this group coordinates their testing schedules and logistics. We would like someone to learn about kidney disease by organizing records and helping with coordinating these activities.  
   **Student(s)**: Jayvon (Dunbar)

2. **Primary location**: Hospital, Pediatric Social Work, Harriet Lane Clinic  
   **Supervisor(s)**: Carrie Vick  
   **Title**  
   **Description**: Medical records filing, assisting nurses, stocking clinic rooms, assisting with presentations and computer projects at the Harriet Lane Clinic. Other duties as assigned.  
   **Student(s)**: Linaya (Dunbar)

3. **Primary location**: Hospital, Environmental Services  
   **Supervisor(s)**: Evelyn McNeely  
   **Title**  
   **Description**: Custodial job in Elizabeth's lab- begins at 3pm because of 2 summer school classes.  
   **Student(s)**: Rodney (Dunbar)

4. **Primary location**: Hopkins Surgery Center at Greenspring Ophthalmology  
   **Supervisor(s)**: Maureen Ercole  
   **Title**  
   **Description**: Tasks include filing and other clerical work, helping turnover the OR, helping with supplies, and observe surgeries, Hopkins Surgery Center at Green Spring Station. Hopkins shuttle is free. It leaves from JHOC every hour between 8:30 am and 4 pm at GSS.  
   **Student(s)**: Jyia (ACCE)

5. **Primary location**: Pediatrics Hospital  
   **Supervisor(s)**: Salwa Kahn  
   **Title**  
   **Description**: This is a job at Bayview, and the employers are going to customize it to fit the students' interests and skill levels. The employer works in the department of pediatrics, and on the first day she will present the student with a list of project ideas and go from there.  
   **Student(s)**: Timothy (ACCE), Tyia (Dunbar)
6. **Primary location**: Pediatrics Kennedy Krieger  
**Supervisor(s)**: Tanjala Gipson  
**Title**  
**Description**: Junior administrative assistant - duties would include filing, making phone calls, office organization, scanning documents, small errands - eg, returning files to medical records, etc.  
**Student(s)**: Quante (Dunbar)  

7. **Primary location**: Oph Anterior Segment Clinic (SOM)  
**Supervisor(s)**: Kim Pratzer (primary), Cathy Kowalewski (secondary)  
**Title**  
**Description**: The job consists of filing medical records in charts as well as pulling and re-filing patient charts for daily clinic use, and perhaps other clerical duties occasionally, in three of our clinics, as noted above.  
**Student(s)**: Shaquanna (ACCE), Tre (Dunbar)  

8. **Primary location**: Division of Geriatrics  
**Supervisor(s)**: Carolyn Robinson  
**Title**  
**Description**: I manage the MSTAR Summer Scholars Program in the Division of Geriatrics, and this would be a great opportunity for a student to help me manage the 18 medical students we have for the program that come from all over the US. Not only will the student learn valuable work ethics, but the student will also have fun with the many activities we plan for the summer program.  
**Student(s)**: Davon (ACCE)  

9. **Primary location**: Cardiology  
**Supervisor(s)**: Elizabeth Smith  
**Title**  
**Description**: We could use someone to help with basic clerical support. Duties would primarily be filing, finding charts, photo copying papers, stuffing envelopes, sorting mail, etc.  
**Student(s)**: Sae-qwon (Dunbar)  

10. **Primary location**: Nanomedicine  
**Supervisor(s)**: Jane Chisholm (primary)/Ben Schuster (secondary)  
**Title**  
**Description**: A student would help out with lab duties and with basic lab preparation techniques, including making solutions, characterizing nanoparticles, and maintaining cell cultures. On quieter research days, a student would also have an opportunity to work with the administrative assistant and research program manager on clerical work.  
**Student(s)**: Nelson (Dunbar)  

11. **Primary location**: IBBS  
**Supervisor(s)**: Jennifer Harr (primary)/Karen Reddy (secondary)
Title
Description- The opportunity would involve making reagents and solutions and a cloning project (which would be part of an ongoing project with a third year graduate student). If the student shows promise we can accommodate more participation in a project--for example microscopy and tissue culture work. Needs to be highly motivated and willing to work.
Student(s)- Lazai (Dunbar)

12. Primary location- Neuropathology
Supervisor(s)- Karen Wall
Title
Description- Assist at the brain bank for people with Alzheimers or Parkinsons. Help to send out letters and information to families who have not yet died. Work with private medical information (medical history). Some clerical work and exposure to histology lab to see brain dissections. Also the opportunity to visit the medical examiner once a week.
Student(s)- Keontae (ACCE)

13. Primary location- Neurosurgical Oncology
Supervisor(s)- Liron Noiman (primary)/Alfred Quinones-Hinojosa
Title
Description- Research assistant in Dr. Quinones' lab Definitely placing one kid. But, details are TBD. I am familiar with this lab because my sister has been working there for two years, so I would say we need a people-person kid who is OK with independent work and a diverse crowd.
Student(s)- Kori (Dunbar)

14. Primary location- Institute of Genetic Medicine
Supervisor(s)- Mariela Zeledon
Title
Description- Working part-time in Mariela's lab because taking 2 summer school classes.
Student(s)- Emmanuel (Dunbar)

15. Primary location- Pediatric Adolescent Psychology
Supervisor(s)- Marco Grados
Title
Description- Research assistant at the department of pediatric adolescent psychiatry. Some opportunities for clinical exposure.
Student(s)- Vivian (ACCE)

16. Primary location- Surgery Handelsman Service
Supervisor(s)- Michelle Lee
Title
Description- We are looking for a DAASI Youth to work in the office of the Vice Chair of the Department of Surgery for Johns Hopkins Medicine. In addition to gaining a valuable working knowledge of how an administrative office is run, you will also be exposed to the life and schedule of one of the country's finest surgeons. One of the main
projects you will be working on is creating an electronic archive of all 200+ academic writings from the Vice Chair's curriculum vitae. This includes using Pubmed to find articles, scanning in articles, and using the Welch Medical Library's databases to find older/more difficult to find articles. There will also be opportunities for other basic office tasks.

**Student(s)**- Miguel (Dunbar)

17. **Primary location**- Surgery Handelsman Service  
**Supervisor(s)**- Michelle Lee  
**Title**  
**Description**- This job would be mostly filing. This serves as a second job for our surgical team (I already spoke with DAASI in regards to placing another student here for a separate project). The student's main job would be to assist the office on catching up on replacing files back into the filing cabinets, and also going through all of our files to ensure everything is in alphabetical order, while also condensing space.  
**Student(s)**- Tyler (Dunbar)

18. **Primary location**- Pediatric Adolescent Psychology  
**Supervisor(s)**- Matthew Specht  
**Title**  
**Description**- Pediatric Medical Psychology is a clinic that provides assessment and intervention services to children, adolescents, and their families. Treated problems include emotional/behavioral difficulties as well as medical conditions. We use evidence-based assessments and treatments and therefore we do collect data on these services, and with our patients to ensure they are benefiting from our care. The student would be involved in this process. Responsibilities may include clerical duties such as photocopying, creating assessment and treatment packets, entering data, etc. as well as lab duties related to reading literature on psychiatric and medical interventions and participating in clinic meetings.  
**Student(s)**- Dontay (ACCE)

19. **Primary location**- Physiology  
**Supervisor(s)**- Anniesha Hack (primary)/Rajini Rao (Secondary)  
**Title**  
**Description**- Assist graduate student in research project on the role of ion transport proteins in autism and other neurological disorders. Make solutions, culture cells, run agarose/polyacrylamide gels and blots. Punctuality and reliability are essential. We will teach the student techniques and basic scientific process.  
**Student(s)**- Reggie (Dunbar)

20. **Primary location**- Neuroscience  
**Supervisor(s)**- Sarah Sarsfield (primary)/David Ginty (secondary)  
**Title**  
**Description**- The DAASI student will assist senior students and my lab manager in making solution, performing simple molecular biological manipulations such as PCR
reactions, running agarose gel electrophoresis, and possibly some mouse tissue sectioning.

**Student(s)**- Rashad (Dunbar)

21. **Primary location**- Internal Medicine  
**Supervisor(s)**- Sharie DeGross, Dr. Felicia Hill-Briggs, Nina Jackson-Good  
**Title**  
**Description**- DAASI Youth would be responsible for scanning research related documents, attending team meetings, and participating in the general research process. Project DECIDE, which is a health education program designed to help African Americans with Type II Diabetes better manage their diabetes, blood pressure, and cholesterol. Quality control of folders and files, checking for errors, photocopying, compiling photos, employment packets, scanning documents, transcribing audiodates, attend team meetings (Thursdays 3:30-4:30), Journal club meetings in the mornings (Wednesdays 9-10), sit in on some data collection visits and interviews with participants, receive HIPPA training, daily journal keeping, end of summer reflection/project  
**Student(s)**- Tolu (Dunbar)

22. **Primary location**- Pathology Graduate Program  
**Supervisor(s)**- Wilhelmena Braswell  
**Title**  
**Description**- The student would work in administration, updating our orientation manual, helping with the annual retreat preparation, updating files and mailboxes for the incoming class  
**Student(s)**- Devin (Dunbar)

23. **Primary location**- Nanomedicine  
**Supervisor(s)**- Justin Hanes (PI), Jane Chisholm (primary)/Ben Schuster (secondary)  
**Title**  
**Description**- Working 3-6 in Elizabeth's lab because of 2 summer school classes.  
**Student(s)**- Myron (Dunbar)

24. **Primary location**- Community Public Health Nursing (SON)  
**Supervisor**- Phyllis Sharps (primary)/Brandon Johnson (secondary)  
**Title**  
**Description**- DOVE Research Project – student will work with a nursing/public health research team – attend research team meetings, work on presentations and publications work with data entry, research forms and a variety of public health and nurse research activities. We will arrange other tours of skills lab, observations in classes with other nursing students  
**Student(s)**- Tyesha (Dunbar)

25. **Primary location**- Community Public Health Nursing (SON)  
**Supervisor(s)**- Phyllis Sharps/Patty Wilson/Linda Whitner (3 primary)  
**Title**
Description- 1 Student for East Baltimore Community Nurse Centers – students will work with nurses and/or doctors in community health centers that serve families and children, a variety of tasks related to family visits or reading to or playing with children waiting to be seen. We will arrange other tours of skills lab, observations in classes with other nursing students
Student(s)- Erica (Dunbar)

26. Primary location- African Caribbean And African American Women’s Health Study (SON)
Supervisor(s)- Richelle Bolyard
Title
Description- African Caribbean And African American Women’s Health Study (Dr. Campbell, Richelle Bolyard – faculty mentors) – student will work with research team, research meetings, variety of research activities and work with preparing forms, presentations and publications. The opportunity for shadowing and performing additional duties with other faculty members, as well as sitting in on nursing classes is also available.
Student(s)- Diego (ACCE)

27. Primary location- Community Public Health Nursing
Supervisor(s) Shirley Van Zandt/Betty Jordan (both primary)
Title
Description- 2 Students for Birth Companions in Partnership with International Rescue Committee This project provides free doula services (labor companions to women having babies) and childbirth education classes – students will assist with calls, organization of nursing contacts, attend childbirth classes. We will arrange other tours of skills lab, observations in classes with other nursing students. DIAMOND has the same job. They will be working together.
Student(s)- Kayla (Dunbar), Diamond (Dunbar)

28. Primary location- The Center for Communication Programs (SPH)
Supervisor(s)- Alsandria Miller
Title
Description- Preparation for Leadership in Strategic Health Communication Workshop to be held June, 2012 general office skills, computer skills, interpersonal communication skills, organizational skills will be taught and utilized by students as well as possible exposure to international health issues. "Students are welcome to start earlier in preparation for 2011 workshop if allowable
Student(s)- Gerald (Dunbar)

29. Primary location- Johns Hopkins Weight Management Center (SPH)
Supervisor(s) Arnold Packer
Title
Description- Help patients adopt a healthier lifestyle and practice: 1) responsibility; 2) teamwork; 3) interpreting information. See attached job description. WORKING WITH 3 OTHER IMP STUDENTS SO COORDINATE COMMUNICATION.
Student(s)- Dante (Dunbar), Keith (Dunbar), Malcome (ACCE), DiJohn (ACCE)

30. Primary location- Division of Environntmental Health Engineering (SPH)
Supervisor(s)- Patrick Breysse
Title
Description- I have a project looking a quantifying allergen particles in the environment. The student would work with myself and post-doctoral fellow.
Student(s)- Deondre (ACCE)

31. Primary location- Dept of Mental Health (SPH)
Supervisor(s)- Philip Leaf
Title
Description- Looking for 2 students to work together on various projects regarding prevention of youth violence in Baltimore City. Some tasks include sitting in on important meetings (e.g. at the Mayor's office) and providing insight to their neighborhoods, identifying and viewing videos, websites and other media messages (online and otherwise) and giving input on potential effectiveness and participating in training of Baltimore City teachers.
Student(s)- Leroy (Dunbar), Jamal (Dunbar)

32. Primary location- Johns Hopkins Weight Management Center
Supervisor(s)- Robin Frutchey
Title
Description- Student Research Assistant: The individual working in this position will assist staff in the design, execution and evaluation of research projects. The DAASI Youth may be asked to assist with administrative tasks (photocopying, mailing, etc.), literature reviews, data entry, and data management. The JHWMC is committed to providing student employees with educational and professional experience, responsibility that expands with experience, and a congenial team atmosphere. The opportunity to observe and interact with a number of health professionals, including a physician, behavior therapist, and dietitian will also be provided.
Student(s)- Aisha (ACCE)

33. Primary location- Johns Hopkins Weight Management Center (SPH)
Supervisor(s)- Valerie Barron
Title
Description Student Research Assistant: The individual working in this position will assist staff in the design, execution and evaluation of research projects. The DAASI Youth may be asked to assist with administrative tasks (photocopying, mailing, etc.), literature reviews, data entry, and data management. The JHWMC is committed to providing student employees with educational and professional experience, responsibility that expands with experience, and a congenial team atmosphere. The opportunity to observe and interact with a number of health professionals, including a physician, behavior therapist, and dietitian will also be provided.
Student(s)- Ken'Shawna (Dunbar)
34. **Primary location**- Evidence Project (SPH)  
**Supervisor(s)**- Ginny Tedrow  
**Title**  
**Description**- The Evidence Project is a five-year NIH funded grant that conducts systematic reviews on HIV prevention interventions in developing countries. The student intern would be responsible for helping me, the Project Coordinator, and Caitlin Kennedy, a Principal Investigator, perform various clerical and administrative tasks for the project. These tasks might include: entering project data through using a special software program, retrieving scientific articles using electronic databases, reading scientific articles relating to HIV prevention, and other various administrative tasks. We could also arrange for the student intern to attend seminars and/or lectures offered throughout the School of Public Health relating to his or her area of interest.  
**Student(s)**- Dashia (Dunbar)

35. **Primary location**- Outpatient Center Hospital  
**Supervisor(s)**- Robin Lewis  
**Title**  
**Description** Duties that will be performed:  
- Compiling of small reports  
- Filing  
- Data Entry  
- Answering Telephones  
- Copying  
**Student(s)**- Raekwon (ACCE)

36. **Primary location**- SOM  
**Supervisor(s)**- Sally Schramm  
**Title**  
**Description** Two projects:  
1) Research address and contact details for a list of 200 orthopaedic companies, review their websites for procedure for applying for corporate funding. Set up files to prepare for mailing.  
2) Alumni Directory & Photo project: Mailing to Hopkins Orthopaedics Alumni confirming their current affiliation; then reproduce Class pictures, and prepare mailing to Alumni.  
**Student(s)**- Justin (ACCE)

37. **Primary location**- Outpatient Center Hospital  
**Supervisor**- Elizabeth Nance  
**Title**  
**Description**- Job with the loading dock people/circulation desk in Elizabeth's building  
**Student(s)**- DiQuann (ACCE)